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Triplet s-wave resonance in6Li collisions and scattering lengths of 6Li and 7Li
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The triplets-wave scattering length of6Li is determined using two-photon photoassociative spectroscopy of
the diatomica 3Su

1 state of 6Li 2. The measured binding energy of the highest-lying bound state, combined
with knowledge of the potential, determines thes-wave scattering length to be~221606250)a0 , wherea0 is
the Bohr radius. This extraordinarily large scattering length signifies a near-threshold resonance. A complete
table of singlet and triplet scattering lengths for collisions involving6Li and 7Li determined from this and our
previous spectroscopic investigations is given.
@S1050-2947~97!50605-6#

PACS number~s!: 34.20.Cf, 33.20.Fb, 32.80.Pj
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The recent achievement of Bose-Einstein condensa
~BEC! in atomic gases@1# has enabled new opportunities fo
the investigation of quantum-statistical effects in dilu
gases. Although dilute, interactions are vitally important
the formation, dynamics, and stability of the gas. In the
experiments, the densities are sufficiently low that usua
only two-body interactions are important, and the tempe
tures low enough that elastic interactions can be describe
a single parameter, thes-wave scattering lengtha @2#. The
magnitude ofa is a measure of the strength of the interacti
and its sign indicates whether the interaction is effectiv
repulsive (a.0) or attractive (a,0). In the case of a
bosonic atom, such as7Li, a negative scattering length ca
prevent BEC in a homogeneous gas@3# and limit the number
of condensed atoms for a trapped gas@4#, as was recently
observed@5#. For a fermionic atom, such as6Li, a large and
negative scattering length may enable the observation
BCS-like phase transition@6#.

Accurate knowledge of the two-body interaction potent
is necessary to calculatea. Two ground-state alkali-meta
atoms interact via electronic spin-singletX 1Sg

1 and spin-
triplet a 3Su

1molecular potentials, with scattering lengthsaS
and aT , respectively. Whilea is a function of the entire
interaction potential, it is most sensitive to the binding e
ergy of the least-bound vibrational level@7#. The extreme
case of a state lying very near the dissociation limit produ
a zero-energy scattering resonance. When a potential giv
state that is only weakly bound,a is large and positive, while
a slightly shallower potential in which the state is not bou
produces a large and negative value.

Since lithium occurs naturally with stable bosonic a
fermionic isotopes, it is particularly well suited to studies
degenerate quantum gases. In a series of studies@7–10#, we
have used photoassociative spectroscopy to sensitively p
the interaction potentials of both isotopes. For the triplet
tential, we used two-photon photoassociative spectroscop
measure directly the binding energy of the least-bound s
of 7Li 2, which gaveaT to high precision@7#. This scattering
length, which is the relevant one for the doubly sp
551050-2947/97/55~5!/3299~4!/$10.00
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polarized gas used in the7Li BEC experiments of Refs.@1#
and @5#, is unambiguously negative. In this paper, we rep
the results of a similar two-photon measurement of the trip
state of 6Li 2 and show that there is a near-threshold re
nance that produces a negative scattering length of extr
dinary magnitude. Since the spectroscopy is now compl
we give a comprehensive table of all singlet and triplet sc
tering lengths for both isotopes as well as for a mixed isoto
gas using improved values for the long-range interaction
efficients@11#.

A discussion of the experimental apparatus and proced
is given elsewhere@8#. A photoassociating laser beam o
frequencyvP is passed through a cloud of

6Li atoms that are
confined in a magneto-optical trap~MOT!. WhenvP is reso-
nant with the unbound state of two colliding atoms and
bound excited molecular state, the two atoms can be p
moted to the excited state. The excited molecular state
spontaneously decay to a bound, ground-state molecule
is untrapped, or to two free atoms that may have suffici
kinetic energy to escape the trap. Both mechanisms lead
reduction in the total number of atoms in the trap that
observed using a photodiode as a decrease in the trap l
induced fluorescence.

Two-photon photoassociative spectroscopy@7# is illus-
trated schematically in Fig. 1. Another independently tuna
laser beam of frequencyvB is overlapped with the photoas
sociation laser beam in the region of the trapped atoms an
tuned to be resonant with the bound excited state and
highest-lying bound state of the ground-state molecular
tential. This second laser reduces the population of the
cited state, and an increase in the trap laser-induced fluo
cence occurs as fewer atoms are lost via spontane
emission, as discussed in Ref.@7#. Figure 2~a! shows an ex-
perimental signal for one-photon photoassociation; the tw
photon signal for the6Li transition depicted in Fig. 1, ob-
tained by fixingvP and scanningvB , is shown in Fig. 2~b!.
A theoretical treatment of two-photon photoassociative sp
troscopy, including the line shape, was presented in R
@12#.
R3299 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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The two-photon process involves an initial state of tw
free atoms, an excited intermediate molecular state, an
final molecular ground state. In the initial state, each coll
ing 6Li atom has nuclear spini51 and electronic spin
s51/2, and can be in either hyperfine statef51/2 or
f53/2, wherefW5sW1 iW is the total atomic angular momen
tum. There are three possible hyperfine energies, corresp
ing to both atoms inf51/2, both atoms inf53/2, or one
atom in each hyperfine level. The energy shift of the init
state relative to the 2s1/212s1/2 hyperfine center of gravity is

ENf1f2G
5
a2s
2 F f 1~ f 111!1 f 2~ f 211!2

11

2 G , ~1!

wherea2s is the atomic 2s1/2 hyperfine constant. Because o
the ultralow temperatures in the MOT (; 1 mK!, the colli-
sions are predominantlys-wave, with the rotational angula
momentumN50. The total spin angular momentum i
GW 5 fW11 fW2. The initial energy is independent ofGW due to the
weak coupling betweenfW1 and fW2. Since the6Li atom is a
composite fermion, only certain values ofG are allowed, due
to the requirement that the total wave function be antisy
metric with respect to exchange of identical atoms. A co
plete description of the allowed states and symmetries
given in Ref.@10#, and the possible initial states are depict
in Fig. 1.

Thev559,N51 1 3Sg
1 excited molecular state was use

as the intermediate level. Since this level is well described
Hund’s case~b! coupling @10#, the total electronic spin,
SW 5sW11sW2, and the total nuclear spin,IW5 iW11 iW2, are good

FIG. 1. Energy-level diagram of the two-photon photoassoc
tion of the v59, N50 level of thea 3Su

1 state of 6Li 2. For the
initial free state the relevant quantum numbersuNf1f 2G& are indi-
cated and the energies are relative to the hyperfine center of gra
where a2s is the atomic 2s1/2 hyperfine constant. The notation
uNf1f 2G&6 identifies a superposition of two states given b
221/2(uNf1f 2G&6uNf2f 1G&), which occurs whenf 1Þ f 2. For the
intermediate state 13Sg

1 , hyperfine levelsuNSIG& are shown for
N51. For the final statea 3Su

1 , the hyperfine energies of the level
uNSIG& are given forN50 relative to their hyperfine center o
gravity.
a
-

nd-

l

-
-
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y

quantum numbers. The total molecular spin isGW 5SW 1 IW. The
symmetry of the molecular state with respect to nuclear
change restricts the possible values of total nuclear spi
I51 for 6Li 2 @10#. The upper part of the energy diagram
Fig. 1 shows the possible intermediate molecular states
can be accessed from the initial state. The photoassocia
process involves an electric dipole transition that coup
only to the spatial part of the molecular wave function lea
ing to the total spin selection ruleDG50 and the rotational
angular-momentum selection ruleDN561.

The final step is to drive the bound-bound transition b
tween the excited intermediate level and the finalv59,
N50 level in thea 3Su

1 state. Again,N, S, I , andG are
good quantum numbers and onlyDG5DS5DI50 and
DN561 transitions are allowed. The dominant hyperfi
interaction is given bybSW • IW, whereb is determined by the
Fermi-contact interaction@10#. Given thatN50, the energy

-

ty,

FIG. 2. ~a! One-photon photoassociation of thev559, N51
vibrational level of the 13Sg

1 state of6Li 2. The trap laser-induced
fluorescence, scaled to its value in the absence of photoassocia
is plotted vsvP . The initial- and intermediate-state quantum num
bers of the states involved in the transitions are indicated by
notationuNf1f 2G&→uNSIG&, as in Fig. 1. One allowed transition
u03

2
3
21&→u1110&, is not resolved. Thev559,N51 vibrational level

has a binding energy of 1787 GHz and an outer turning point
35a0. ~b! Two-photon photoassociation of thev59, N50 vibra-
tional level of thea 3Su

1 state of6Li 2. The quantum numbers for th
final state areuNSIG&5u0111&. The photoassociation laser fre
quencyvP is fixed on theu01

2
3
21&1→u1111& resonance, while a

second laser of frequencyvB is tuned over theu1111&→u0111&
transition. The baseline fluorescence level is determined by the
tensity ofvP , which is less than that used in~a!.
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shift relative to the hyperfine center of gravity is

ENSIG5
b

2
@G~G11!2S~S11!2I ~ I11!#. ~2!

The energy-level diagram of the final state is shown in
lower right of Fig. 1.

Figure 2~a! shows the one-photon photoassociation sp
trum of transitions between initial free states and the exc
molecular state. The transitions between specific hyper
levels are labeled according to the notation of Fig. 1. For
two-photon measurement, the photoassociation laservP is
tuned to theu01

2
3
21&1→u1111& transition~Fig. 1! and locked

at the point of maximum photoassociation signal, while
bound-bound laser frequencyvB is tuned to near resonanc
between the intermediate state and the bound ground s
Figure 2~b! shows the trap laser-induced fluorescence a
function of the difference frequencyDv5vB2vP . The ob-
served resonance corresponds to theN50, G51 ground
state. TheN52 state is also accessible, but is separated fr
theN50 state by the rotational splitting of;6 GHz, which
places it far from the region shown in Fig. 2 and was n
observed. The difference frequencyDv is measured with an
optical spectrum analyzer, as described in Refs.@7# and @8#.
A weighted average of three high-resolution measurem
givesDv524.4360.02 GHz. The line shape is a convol
tion of the free-state energy distribution and the natural li
width @12#. The uncertainty inDv reflects the uncertainty in
the location of the two-photon resonance within the bro
ened line shape, and the615-MHz uncertainty in the cali-
bration of the 1.5-GHz free spectral range of the spectr
analyzer. As a check, thev560 intermediate state was use
instead ofv559 and a consistent value forDv was found.

To determineaT , the binding energy of thev59 level in
the absence of hyperfine structure was determined usin
first-order perturbation-theory calculation of the hyperfi
energy@10#. Thea 3Su

1 hyperfine-interaction coefficient wa
calculated to beb5a2s/2, giving a hyperfine energy o
2a2s/2 for the u0111& state~Fig. 1!. In this approximation,
the part of the hyperfine Hamiltonian that mixes singlet a
triplet levels is ignored. This mixing term is expected to
small when the energy spacing between adjacent singlet
triplet levels is large relative toa2s @13#. For 6Li, a2s5152
MHz, while the nearest6Li 2 singlet levels to thev59 triplet
level are the v537 (Eb553.5 GHz! and the v538
(Eb51.4 GHz!, and so the approximation is well justified
Since the hyperfine energies of the initial and final states
equivalent, thev59 binding energy in the absence of hype
fine structure is precisely the measured difference freque
Dv.

Using the measured binding energy, an interaction po
tial V(R) may be constructed from whichaT can be deter-
mined with high precision. The basis forV(R) is the dense
Rydberg-Klein-Rees~RKR! values of Zemke and Stwalle
@14#. The long-range part, beyond the RKR region, is ac
rately described by the dispersion coefficients of Ref.@11#
and the exchange interaction given in Ref.@15#. The RKR
region is referenced to the long-range part through the
sociation energyDe . These two regions were smooth
joined using a cubic spline fit. For smallR between 3a0 and
6a0 , theab initio values of Ref.@16# labeled ‘‘OVC’’ were
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used. The OVC values have a positive second derivative
is preferred on physical grounds to the extrapolation
Zemke and Stwalley or the otherab initio calculations given
in Refs. @16# and @17# which have negative second deriv
tives. De was adjusted to fit thev59 eigenvalue ofV(R)
to the measured value and was found to be 333.7460.01
cm21. Using one of the other inner wall potentials, instea
results in a shift of the fittedDe value by up to 0.2 cm21.
Taking into account all possible combinations of inner wa
and dissociation energies that reproduce the measured b
ing energy, as well as the measurement uncertainty, the
let scattering length for 6Li is found to be
aT5(221606250)a0 .

The triplet scattering length for6Li is enormous in mag-
nitude, being the largest known for any atomic system. T
indicates a virtual state or near-threshold resonance lying
above the zero-energy limit. As shown in Fig. 3, if the p
tential were made deeper by just 0.08 cm21, the virtual state
would become bound and the scattering length would cha
sign.

The experiment reported here is the final in a series
photoassociative spectroscopic measurements made to d
mine the scattering lengths of lithium. The previous me
surements have been reanalyzed in order to increase the
cision using the recently improved long-range dispers
coefficients@11#. The new values, although more precise, a
consistent with those previously reported by us. In reana
ing the two-photon data for7Li 2 using the same procedur
outlined for 6Li 2, the revisedDe for the

7Li 2 a
3Su

1 poten-
tial is found to be 333.7860.02 cm21 with a systematic
uncertainty of60.2 cm21. The revised triplet scattering

TABLE I. Singlet and triplet scattering lengths in units ofa0 for
isotopically pure and mixed gases of lithium.

6Li 7Li 6Li/ 7Li

aT 221606250 227.660.5 40.960.2
aS 45.562.5 3362 220610

FIG. 3. The triplet scattering length of6Li as a function of the
dissociation energyDe of thea

3Su
1potential using the ‘‘OVC’’ab

initio values of Ref.@16# for the inner wall. The solid dot indicate
the value ofDe that yields the measured binding energy forv59.
As illustrated,aT is very sensitive toDe for a given inner wall, but
we find thataT is relatively insensitive to the different combination
of inner wall andDe that reproduce the measured binding energ
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length for 7Li is aT5(227.660.5)a0 . For the
6Li 7Li trip-

let, the average value ofDe5333.7660.02 cm21 yields
aT5(40.960.2)a0 .

The singlet scattering lengths were originally found
fitting to a minimum observed in the one-photon photoas
ciation singlet spectrum@9#. A coupled-channel calculation
to account for singlet-triplet mixing@18# has been used to
reanalyze these data. The singlet potential used in
coupled-channel calculation is that described in Ref.@15#,
modified by the improved long-range coefficients. F
the case of 6Li 2, the De of the X 1Sg

1state is found
to be 8516.7060.10 cm21 with a scattering length
aS5(45.562.5)a0 . For 7Li 2, the De is found to be
8516.7560.10 cm21 with a scattering length o
aS5(3362)a0 . The reported uncertainty is at the limit o
the experimental precision. For the6Li 7Li singlet, an aver-
age value ofDe58516.7360.10 cm21 is used to obtain
s,

et

et,
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d
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r

aS5(220610)a0 . These results are summarized in Table
These scattering lengths and corresponding potentials ca
used to determine the low-energy scattering length of
binary collision in lithium. Some experimentally interestin
collisional channels have been analyzed using a coup
channel approach@19#.
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